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SubJect : Customs Information System under the third pillar - Use of personal data 

Enclosed is a letter from to the European Commission from the German customs administration, 

requesting a review of the current version of the Customs Information System computer program to 

check that it complies with legal requirements. 

The German delegation believes that the interpretation of the law set out here should also be 

considered by the Customs Cooperation Working Party, since. 

(a) these issues affect Member States' customs information systems in equal measure, 

and 

(b) the differences between a reponing system and a records system are described. Annex III to 

the Jelter to the Commission is taken from 12620/99 ENFOCUSTOM 55 
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Federal Ministry of Finance 

European Anti-Fraud Office 

Brussels 

European Commission 

- T AXUD-B-2-

Brussels 

Customs Information System under Regulation (EC) No 515/97 
Program's compliance with the legal basis 

3 enclosures 

Dear Mr Knudsen and Mr Pulford, 

Bonn, 23 December 1999 

We are still testing the version of the program for the Customs Information System pursuant to 

Regulation (EC) No 515/97 (hereinafter referred 10 as "the Regulation") distributed to the Member 

States by the Commission 

first of all, I should like to thank you and your colleagues very much for all your hard work and for 

your commitment [Q this ambitious project, 

However, the design of the program and many of the cases used in the testing exercise have raised 

the following legal questions, which need clarification 
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Is the Regulation an adequate legal basis for the system in its present form? Is the program 

completely compatible with the rules on use of personal data in Article 27 of the Regulation? 

Where the program permits processing of personal data above and beyond the legal framework of 

the Regulation, the legal basis for such processing must be defined. 

The German delegation has repeatedly raised these matters in meetings of the committee set up by 

Article 43 of the Regulation and has consistently voiced questions and doubts as to the legality of 

the way the system is being implemented. It has drawn attention to the fact that, according to the 

rules on use of personal data in the Regulation, the Customs Information System should be a 

reporting system, despite the impression that the CIS has not been developed exclusively for that 

purpose and would also allow personal data to be stored for other purposes. However, the 

Commission has so far fai led to address this very important matter or to discuss the consequences in 

full detail. 

The German Government has a considerable interest in improving mutual administrative assistance 

in Europe. Ilowever, this can only be done within the bounds of what is legally permissible. If the 

legal framework is uncertain, then we need to identify the legal questions to be clarified. If 

necessary, an appropriate legal basis must then be created. 

There is therefore a need for a fundamental debate on the tasks which the CIS is intended to fulfil 

and those CIS tasks which are covered by the Regulat ion. Since fundamental data protection issues 

are also involved, 1 would further suggest that the subject be looked at in depth by the committee set 

up by Article 43(5) of the Regulation, meeting in an ad hoc formation of independent data 

protection commissioners 

The following is a summary of the German understanding of how the Customs Information System 

is to be used To avoid semantic confusion, I have prefaced some general comments. 
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I. Functions of a database 

In international cooperation, there is often a failure 10 distinguish clearly enough between cases 

where the CIS database might be used and those where a messaging system such as AFIS is 

appropriate_ There should therefore be agreement on the following fundamental differences 

between using a database and using e-mail-

• Information is entered into a database if the actual recipient of the information item is not 

known. Those interested in the information have to check the database themselves, to see 

whether it holds any information they may need. It is a matter for the individual officer's 

judgment and experience to deCide when to search the database (use of a database)_ 

• However, if the recipient is known, the information will be communicated "merely" by letter, 

fax or AFIS mail. The sender can then assume that the recipient has actually received the 

message (simply sending a message)_ For example, the customs investigation service in 

Hamburg will always send any messages directly to its counterpart in Rotterdam It will not 

enter them in a database, because it does not know whether its counterpart will have any 

reason (0 interrogate the da tabase, and so cannot be su re whether (he message wi II reach the 

Rotterdam oflice. 

u. Definitions (types of database, according to the German understanding of the law) 

To avoid any semantic confusion as to the different types of database in the police and customs 

field, the various functions of the major lypes of database are described below: 
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(a) A reporting system [Ausschreibungsdatei] is taken to mean a database which assists the user 

in the performance of his duties by providing specific information in an individual case For 

example, if a person runs away to escape arrest, the relevant unit will enter the fugitive's name 

in a reporting system. Other units wil! be unaware of what has occurred. When other units 

make checks on persons, they search for thei r names in the reporti ng s yste m 1 f the person's 

name has not been entered in the reporting system, then as far as the searching unit is 

concerned the matter is closed However, if the name has been entered in a reporting system 

(a "hit"), the unit which made the search wilt arrest the person and inform the unit which 

issued the alell. 

These alerts are more likely to be successful if as many units as possible have access to the 

data. Limiting the number of users is counterproductive, because it reduces the probability of 

scoring a "hit". It is therefore obvious that the data cannot to any great extent be treated as 

confidential or sensitive. A typical example of a reporting system is the Schengen 

lnformation System (SIS --Articles 92 et seq. of the Schengen Convention). 

(b) By making an entry in a records system/case database [AktennachweisdateifFalldatei], the 

unit making the entry is not requesting any external action in the event of a "hit" This type of 

database simply gives the file number of past or present investigations involving a cellain 

person in connection with a certain type of offence. If there is a "hit", the entering and 

retrieving units will get in touch with each other Then, either the unit which made the entry 

will send the other unit any information it has on its past cases, or the two units must 

coordinate their ongoing investigations. 

Nearly every police or customs authority has a system of this type for national purposes. For 

example, the German customs invcstigat ion service has its own database, called "lnzoll" 

Each unit enters the names of persons whom they are investigating The system is designed to 

prevent a situation where, for example, units in Hamburg, Munich and Dresden might be 

investigating the same case without any coordination and so perhaps prevent one another from 

clearing up the case properly 
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Only investigating units are allowed to search this type of system, not the officer "on the 

ground" who is processing customs declarations. The user group is therefore smaller than 

with a reponing system. 

(c) The main purpose o[an analysis dC\tabase is to arrive at new investigative approaches by 

establishing links between pre-existing, highly sensitive data In simple terms, the function is 

a sort of "market surveillance" or "risk analysis". Specially-trained officers identify 

cormections between cases and trends which would not be apparent from a records system. 

The analysis database referred to in Article 10 of the Europol Convention is a database of this 

sort. Given the particularly sensitive nature of the material and of the results of the analysis, 

only a limited number ofEuropol analysts have access to the database and the analysis results. 

The use of personal data laid down by law therefore has considerable implications for the general 

operation and use of the system. These details have been set out in the enclosed Annex I for ease of 

consultation. 

ID. Purpose of CIS data 

(a) No differences between the Community CIS and Member States' CISs 

The customs information systems of the Member States and the Community's Customs Information 

System were designed from the outset to mirror each other There are no fundamental differences 

of conception between the two kinds of database The following comments therefore apply in equal 

measure to Member States' systems For the same reason, reference is also made to the aims of the 

Member States' CISs. 
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(b) Non-personal and personal data in the CIS 

Under Article 24 of the Regulation, in pursuance of the general aims of the Customs Information 

System (Article 23(2)), personal and non-personal data can be entered in the following categories 

(a) commodities; 

(b) means of transport; 

(c) businesses; 

(d) persons; 

( e) fraud trends; 

(f) availability of expertise. 

The second sentence of Article 25 of the Regulation states that no items of personal data may be 

included in the categories "fraud trends" or "availability of expertise" Those categories are not 

covered by these remarks 

The third sentence of Article 25 of the Regulation sets out an exhaustive list of personal data which 

may be included in categories (a) to (d). Accordingly, it is, for example, forbidden to enter identity 

card numbers in the Customs Information System In addition, Article 27(1) of the Regulation 

states that data in categories (a) to (d) of Article 24 of the Regulation, i.e. personal and non-personal 

data, are to be included only for the purpose of 

• sighting and reporting; 

• discreet surveillance, or 

• specific checks. 

Further detail is given in the list in Annex II. 

(c) Meaning of the terms "specific checks", "discreet surveillance" and "sighting and reporting". 
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1. The meaning of the term "specific checks" is clear. A typical example of a "speci fic check" 

would be a check on goods brought into the customs area in cars, lorries, sh ips, trains or 

containers. Under the CIS, the exercise would take the following form. 

A German customs officer at an external EC border thinks it possible that other EC Member 

States may have included in the CIS the vehicle registration number of precisely the tarry 

whose driver has just submitted a customs declaration. The officer searches the system and 

finds that the Netherlands customs administration has entered the number of the vehicle in 

the CIS A "hit", in other words. In the database, the German officer learns that the 

Netherlands customs administration has requested a specific check on the amount of goods 

being carried (A..rticle 25(g) of the Regulation) The German officer conducts the necessary 

search in keeping with the Customs Code and national customs law (first sentence of 

Article 28(2) of the Regulation), finds excess amounts which have not been declared and 

informs the Netherlands customs administration in accordance with Article 28 of the 

Regulation and under the general rules of the Regulation on mutual assistance in customs 

matters. 

As a "reponing system", the Customs Information System is thus an aid to customs officers in 

preventing, investigating and prosecuting infringements of EC customs law, 

2. "Discreet survei lIance" is a special type of "specific check". It differs from a "specific check" 

in that the fact that an "alert" has been issued must be kept secret from the person concerned 

(last sentence of Article 28( \) of the Regulation.) The unit which has made the search 

informs the unit which entered the alen of the results of its inquiries, for example pursuant to 

Article 28 of the Regulation The entering unit thus receives information on the behaviour of 

offenders. It is then up to that unit to make use of the information. 

3. "Sighting and reponing" was only included in the Convention as a purpose of use because 

some Member States have no provision for "discreet survei Ilance" in their national law. 

"Sighting and reponing" covers all the measures listed in paragraphs I and 2 
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(d) Retention of data 

The limitation on data retention imposed by Article 33(1) in conjunction with Article 26(e) of the 

Regulation is intended to ensure that specific checks or discreet survei Ilance exercises are carried 

out only within the period of time absolutely necessary for the purpose 

Entering data on "historic", closed cases is therefore not permissible, even if the information might 

be useful to other customs units. 

(e) Parallelism with the Schengen Information System 

The intention of the Member States and the Commission was to create an information system that 

was as far as possible in line with the Schengen Convention, for a reporting system (see 

Article 99(1) of the Schengen Convention). 

Summary of the German position 

For the above reasons, Germany takes the view that, as far as personal data are concerned, the CIS 

is a reporting system only It does not contain information on ongoing investigations or on past 

proceedings against infringements of customs laws. 

In its present form, the program clearly exceeds, in broad areas, the legal framework laid down in 

the Regulation, which is that of a reporting system. 
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rv. German proposal for a .. records system" under the third pillar of the lInion 

During its Presidency of the Council in the first half of 1999, Gennany proposed a records system 

for customs purposes and submitted a preliminary draft. Convention as a basis for discussion. The 

proposal differs from the CIS set out in the Regulation and from the CIS Convention particularly as 

regards the purpose of the personal data, the conditions for entry and the retention of data. The 

other provisions of the draft. have largely been drawn up following the model of the Regulation. 

Annex III explains Ihe main differences between the databases. This table was considered at the 

meeting of the Customs Cooperation Working Party on ] December ]999 All delegations, except 

for one which entered a scrutiny reservation, approved this paper. 

The negotiations are not currently making any headway. A few Member States take the view that 

the functions ofa records system do legally come within the framework of the CIS. An appropriate 

appraisal of this argument cannot be made until the legal framework for the purpose of the personal 

data contained in the CIS has been clearly settled 

V. Necessity of prompt clarilication 

For the following reasons of fact and law, prompt clarification of the outstanding issues is 

necessary: 

• The different purposes served by the data as laid down by law give rise to different access 

rights and technical equipment For example, a customs investigator requires different 

information from a risk analysis unit or customs clearance staff. 

• In the "CIS manual" or instructions to users, the purpose served needs to be described clearly 

and unambiguously. 
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• The independent data protection commissioners have not to date dealt with the fundamental 

design of the CIS. There seems to be no point in further developi ng the CIS from a practical 

and technical point of view, as long as the existing basic design has not yet been "cleared" 

under data prorection la w. 

• Each CIS partner is responsible for the legality of data entry The proper processing of 

personal data is enshrined in the constitution of the Federal Republic of Germany_ Doubts as 

to the application of the law must therefore be resolved as soon and as completely as possible 

in the interests of both administrations and citizens. 

• Prompt clarification of the legal questions also has an impact on the Union's third pillar. 

Germany has drawn up the necessary draft laws for ratification of the CIS Convention_ These 

describe the CIS as a "reporting system". 

• It is obvious that the uniform operation of the CIS, and thus fraud prevention, also suffers if 

different ideas are held in the Member States and al the Commission regarding the purpose 

served by the data. 

May 1 therefore suggest once again that the committee referred to in Article 43(5) of the Regulation 

in the ad hoc formation of independent data protection commissioners should as soon as possible 

examine the software comprehensively with a view to legal consistency with the Regulation_ In the 

light of the complex problems, a joint meeting of the ad hoc committee with the management 

committee could also be useful This pragmatic proposal is not intended, however, to affect the 

independence of the data protection commissioners. Whilst examining the software, it should be 

borne in mind that the same questions also arise for the Customs Information System under the 

third pi liar. 
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I should furthermore appreciate it if you could convey to the delegates and the independent data 

protection commissioners in the Member States, in good time before the next meeting, your view of 

the legal framework for the purpose served by the Customs Information System, to ensure that the 

subject can be dealt with in an informed manner and suitable solutions covered by the Regulation 

can be reached. 

I have forwarded a copy of this letter to the delegates on the committee referred to in 

Regulation (EC) No 515/97. 

This letter has been coordinated with the ministries of the Federal Republic of Germany competent 

for data protection and with Germany's data protection commissioner, the independent supervisory 

authority referred to in Article 36 of the Regulation for the territory of the Federal Republic of 

Germany On account of its "horizontal" relevance to the third-pillar CIS and the German proposal for 

a records system, I have also forwarded this letter to the General Secretariat of the Council for 

distribution as a Council document for the Customs CooperatlOn Working Party. 

It would be welcomed if the Commission and the Member States succeed in stating identical positions 

with regard to the Union's first and third pillars, because the same subject matter is covered in each case. 

I am confident that the Commission, the Member States and the independent data protection 

commissioners will together find a practical solution to ensure that the CIS operates in a legally 

sound manner. 

(Complimentary close). 

(Dr HaIm) 
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I 

Purpose 

-. 
Users/authorised 

enquIrers 

Type of data 

Number of 

u sersl autho ri sed 

enqUIrers 
~ ... 
Confidentiality of 

information entered _ .. 
Information in the 

case of a hit 
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ANNEX I 

Basic principles of databases with regard to 

• application of the law 

• i nvestigat ion/prosecution 

• 

Reporting system Records system/case Analysis and 

database database investigation database 

• To assist the off"icer • To consult • To investigate 

"on the ground" in existing hitherto concealed 

applying the law information relat ionshi ps 

• To coordinate • To acquire new 

current lines of enquiry 

in vestigat ions 

• "On-the-ground" • Invest igati ng • Special unit 

ofTtcer authorities 

• Customs inspector 

• "Hard" data 

I' Confidential data • "Soft" data 

• Facts I· Very sensitive data 

• As many as possible • Only a few selected 

staff 

• Relatively low • Very high 

• Simple, clear • Complex 

indications; account 

taken of CIS 

information in 

practice within 

seconds 
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ANNEX IT 

CIS Regulation (EC) No 515/97 

Type and extent of purpose served by the recording of data 
-

Category wil hin 

the meaning of 

Article 24 

(a) commodities 

(b) means or 

transport 

(c) busi n esses 

(d) persons 

(e) fraud trends 

Cf) avai labi Ii t Y 0 r 
expertise 
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Purpose 

General aim of CIS - Art 23(2) Regulation (EC) No 515/97 

Controls - Exchange of information 

Personal data Non-personal data 

Control s Exchange of Controls Exchange of 

information information 

admissible inadmissible 
I 

admissible inadmissible 

An, 25, 3rd Art. 27(l} Art. 27( 1) Art. '27(1) 

sentence 

Art 27(1) 

admissi ble inadmissible admissible inadmissible 

Art, 25, 3rd Art. 27( I) Art.27(1) Art. 27(1) 

sentence 

An 27(1) 

admissible inadmissible admissible i n'admissib-le 

Art, 25, Jrd Art.27(1} Art. 27(1) Art. 27(:1) 

sentence 

An,27(1) 

admissible ioad m issibl'e admissible inad rni ssib'le 

Art 25, Jrd An. 27( I) Art. 27(1) An. 27(1) 

sentence 

Art, 27( I) 

inadmissib Ie admiss ible 

Art. 25, 2nd sentence Art. 25, 2nd sentence (converse 

reasoning) 

i nadmissib le admissible 

Art. 25, 2nd sentenc~ Art. 25, 2nd sentence (converse 

reasoning) 
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· . 

ANNEX m 

Customs Information System (CIS) - Criminal records system 

Main differences 

a General differences 
Purpose of the personal data 

Database serving similar 
purposes 

Nature of cases entered in the 
system in tenns of mutual 
assistance 

(b) Entry of data 

CIS 
Regulation (EC) No 515/97 

Assistance with customs 
clearance during control 
measures 

Art. 27(1) 

Schengen Information System 

Requests to as yet 
unidentified customs 
authorities for mutual 
assistance by means of 
discreet surveillance or 
specific checks 

Art. 28(1) 

Criminal records system 
9260/99 

ENFOCUSTOM 32 

, Assisting customs criminal 
investigation branches in 
investigations linked with 
other investigations, past or 
present 

I Arts. 2 2 ,7 
Information System referred 
to in Article 7 of the Europol 
Convention 
Information on display to 
unidentified customs 
investigation authorities, 
indicating the existence of 
information on criminal 

I conduct which may, if 
requested, throw more light 
on persons or firms involved 
in criminal proceedings which 
those authorities may be 
conducting 

Art. 2 3 

Nature of cases entered in the Solely cases for which control All new investigations 
systems measures have been requested 

Conditions for entry 
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ANNEX III 

Art. 27 
I Real indications to suggest 
that the person concerned has 
committed, is in the act of 
committing or will commit a 
serious (Il contravention 

I Art. 27(2) 

Arts. 3, 4 

None; data need not be 
I entered if case is clearly 
minor or of no importance to 
other EU Member States 

I Arts. 3, 4(2) 
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· .. 

Entry of current cases 
Entry of past cases 

Retention of data 

(c) Consultation of data 

Access by 
Reason for consultation 

Procedure to be followed in 
the event of a hit 

Procedure to be followed i f 
there is no hit 

5260/00 
ANNEX III 

Yes 
Only if of interest for the 
control measures requested 
Only for the time necessary to 
achieve the purpose for which 
it was included; annual 
review 

Art. 33 

Customs officers 
Event relating to customs 
clearance 

Contact with the supplying 
body, if necessary funher 
cooperation under Naples 
--- -- --- -----

Yes 
Yes 

Ten years; del et ion in the 
event of discharge, release or 
acquittal 

Art. 11 

Investigating offi cers 
Investigative proceedings; 
routine consultation every 
time the consulting authority 
enters details of a new 
investigation 
Request to supplying body for 
information on the 
intelligence available 
Entry of data 011 the 
investigative proceedings 
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